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PERFECT
FOR

COFFEES
PER DAY.

The WMF 1200s is the new entry into the professional
world of coffee. It is perfect for small to medium use
and creates a range of flawless coffee specialities,
including lattes, cappuccinos and mochas, all at the
press of a button.
With a self service display and stylish integrated spot
LEDs the 1200S makes an ideal companion to any
modern office where quality coffee and quality design
are appreciated.

EASY
MILK

HOT
CHOC

AUTO
CLEAN

UNIT SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Name
Retrofit kit plumbed to tanked
Retrofit kit tanked to plumbed
Retrofit kit feet 100 mm
Retrofit grounds through counter

RECOMMENDED WMF FRIDGE
Code
33.3315.5000
33.3315.6000
33.3315.9000
33.3318.9000

Name
Item #
Power
Dimensions (w/h/d)
Empty Weight
Placement

WMF Fridge 3.5L
03.9190.0001
0.08 kW / 230 V
227 / 345 / 469 mm
13.5 kg (approx.)
Left hand side only

Nominal power rating

2.2 kW

Recommended daily output

Up to 120 cups

Max. hourly output*

Up to 100 cups

coffee bean hopper

500 g

Choc or topping container

500 g

Mains power connection

230V / 1ph / 10amps

Dimensions (width / height / depth)

324 mm / 682 mm / 554 mm

Empty weight, depending on fittings

Approx. 33 kg

Continuous sound pressure level (LpA)**

< 70 dB (A)

Continuous Water Connection

3/8" with tap

Waste Connection

Within 1m

* Depending on cup size, quality settings and flow. ** The A-rated sound pressure level Lpa (slow) and Lpa (impulse)
at the workplace of the staff using the machine is less than 70 dB (A) in every mode. From 5° dKH (carbonate
hardness), a WMF water filter must be used. All technical changes, typographical mistakes and errors reserved for
the entire contents.

wmfcoffee.com.au
1300 656 842

1200 S

make your day

F EATURES

Automated Cleaning cycles and
HACCP compliant WMF Plug & Clean
Milk System allow the user to clean
with the press of a button, saving
time and operation costs.

Basic maintenance can be carried by
the end user due to clever engineering
and design which makes service calls a
rare occurrence.

A variable number of drink buttons a
simple labelling concept allow the user
to label and program up to twelve easily
accessible coffee drinks.

The 1200S keeps it simple with all
important functions & operations easily
accessible and editable using a two line
display and 5 function keys.

The 1200S is more environmentally
friendly with reduced energy
consumption, fewer chemicals and
almost entirely recyclable.

Its slim construction (324 mm wide) and
modular accessories make the WMF
1200S adaptable to any office
environment or customer need.

Customisable Eco-modes and
Zero-Energy Function reduce running
costs with affecting quality.

Easy automated control for
customers. Using the + or - button
you can change you drink to be
strong or mild, large or small.

Stylish integrated LEDs light up the
preparation area and create subtle
ambience for the user.

The 1200S features multiple easy to
use adjustments including a manual
coffee insert which allows you to use
other types of coffee eg. Decaf or
single origin.

WMF Australia have an Australia wide
sales & service network with trained
service engineers.

